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Dr. Penelope Aeberhard and Melanie Finn, Project Directors 

UK Charity Commission No. 1153655 
 
ABOUT THE PROJECT: 
 
The Natron Healthcare Project aims to bring basic healthcare to two Masai communities 
in a remote region of Longido district in northern Tanzania.  Our project area comprises 
two villages, Makat and Wosiwosi – about 3,000 people.  When we initiated the project 
in 2009, there was no reliable healthcare service for great distances and this caused 
people extreme hardship:  if you could not walk eight hours to a government clinic, you 
had to get better - or die.  In particular, many small children and pregnant women 
suffered from this situation.   
 
Rather than impose a new system, we chose to work with existing medical and social 
organisations in the area to facilitate, improve and expand their services.  We also work 
with the village communities to encourage their understanding of health issues and to 
support their right to adequate, accessible care.     
 
While fund-raising remains a necessity, we aim to keep the project contained and locally 
sustainable.  Our goal is a grass roots, integrated health service led by the requirements 
and requests of the communities with minimum outside financial support. 
 

ABOUT THIS REPORT:  This report comprises an executive summary, a summary of 
achievements for 2014, a statement of goals for 2015, a statement of long-term goals, 
and a copy of the financial report submitted to the UK Charity Commission.  

 

Dr. Joanna Moore, a project volunteer, works with our translator, Rehema Simons, in Makat, March 2014 
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2014 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
 

2014 Review: 

Two events were of major significance to the Natron Healthcare Project in 2014:   

In March, Penny and our first volunteer, Dr. Joanna Moore, travelled to Makat to hold a 
series of education workshops (more below), including long-planned workshops for 
Traditional Birth Attendants.  They had intended also to visit Wosiwosi, but heavy rain 
made the road impassible; instead, six women – Traditional Birth Attendants, most in 
their 60s – walked the 40 miles from Wosi to Makat (and back!) to participate.  For us, 
this was the first definitively positive feedback that our workshops are seen as 

valuable and impactful. 

Countering this positivity, three months after Penny’s visit, we learned that the World 
Food Program (WFP) had completely withdrawn from Longido District; later, it withdrew 
entirely from Tanzania due to lack of funding.  This has been a major setback for our 
school lunch program, which has struggled to provide consistent nutrition to more 
than 200 students at Makat Primary School.  We had hoped to rely on the WFP, 
augmenting their deliveries of beans and maize with more perishable foods of high 
nutritional value, such as carrots, cabbages, and fruit.  Securing reliable funding and 
supply, with an eye to local sustainability, is a priority for 2015. 

Our other programs ticked over with little input from us – a good sign of sustainability. 
Flying Medical Service (FMS) continues to make fortnightly visits to both villages. 
(This is the first year they have been to Wosiwosi, after a delegation of leaders 
approached Father Pat Patten, and the villagers themselves renovated an old airstrip 
there). Dr. Samuel, working through Dr. Steve Friberg’s Lutheran Clinic in Ketumbeine, 
held our second annual mobile eye clinic in both villages in May; 50 patients were 
treated, and ten were transported for additional surgery.  These included six cataracts, 
one trauma, one glaucoma, one lid rotation, and one advanced pterygium.   Only one of 

three selected patients went for surgery in 2013, and we see this significant increase as 
a positive indication of pro-active behaviour and confidence in treatment. 

Penny visited the Longido District Hospital, checking in with Nurse Josiah Muruve, who 
has spearheaded the Rotary-funded anaemia testing project.  Josiah has done a 

fantastic job both in the hospital and travelling to remoter district clinics to promote 
testing and awareness.  Penny held a workshop for 20 health-workers, examining blood 
tests from Gelai Lumbwa; these revealed continuing high prevalence of severe and 
chronic anaemia in women and children.  We were at this point gently pushing for the 
local Longido Rotary chapter to fund 25% of the costs for anaemia testing in 2015, so 
that it should eventually become locally sustainable. We have recently heard though 
that this group had disbanded, but we now seek 10% funding from other Longido 
sources. 

Unfortunately, while in Longido, Penny discovered the portable ultrasound we donated 

in 2012 has disappeared; this was flagged by the District Commissioner, James Millya, 
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who will also investigate.  However, the Leica microscope (donated in 2012) remains 
in use for TB testing, and we were able to provide new bulbs. 

During this visit, Penny also spoke with the new, hard-working District Medical 
Officer, Dr. Amos Mremi.  He was pleased to continue our partnership and appreciates 
that our goals are in-line with the policy of the district and Tanzanian Government, 
including awareness of TB and promotion of treatment.  The District, funded by USAID’s 
Stop TB campaign, had a number of “sputum fixers” who test people in outlying areas. 
Unfortunately the one appointed for Gelai Bomba (our area) reported to Penny that he 
had not been paid, so had gone on strike! She also met the new district nutritionist, 
Anna Andrew, who was pleased with our approach to health education; she also 
approved continuation of our deworming in both Wosiwosi and Makat.  Following 

guidelines from UNICEF and the British Medical Journal, we have amended the dose 
now to Albendezole only, in a single annual dose.  We will also distribute a Vitamin A 

supplement at that time. Times for these distributions will be six months in phase with 
the government’s distributions.  

Health education remains a cornerstone of our project:  knowledge allows 

individuals and communities to understand their health issues and make informed 
decisions about treatment and prevention.  Given the difficulty and often prohibitive 
expense of travelling to primary care, such education is crucial in remote areas such as 
Lake Natron.  In Makat, Penny and “Dr. Jo,” working with an excellent English-Masai 
translator Rehema Simons, held a number of health education workshops. 

For children, much of it revision: 

 Hand-washing 

 Hygiene and prevention of worms and diarrhoea 

 Eye conditions and care 

 Nutrition, anaemia and the role of Vitamin A 

 STDs and HIV (older children only) 

For men: 

 STDs and HIV 

 Eye conditions and care 

 Anaemia, with focus on male support for pregnant women 

For women, with a focus on Traditional Birth Attendants: 

 Care of pregnant women and anaemia prevention 

 Preparation for a birth 

 “Skin-to-skin”, kangaroo nursing and breastfeeding  for all babies especially for 
premature babies 

 Cutting the cord and waiting for pulsing to stop 

 Neonatal conjunctivitis 
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 When to evacuate 

 Contraception 

All education sessions were interactive and used our specially prepared Masai cut-
out pictures.  We have, again and again, found these images relevant and effective in 
imparting key messages and initiating discussions about issues.  Mel has begun 
shaping a grant proposal to codify these teaching methods and field test them in other 
communities, possibly using electronic media.  Tanzania currently has little or no health 
education in remote areas; this compounds mortality and morbidity, as many health 
issues are entirely preventable and treatable on-site with basic knowledge and care. 

Our first volunteer, Dr. Joanna Moore, MRCGP, spent nearly two months in Tanzania, 
initially working with the Foundation for African Medicine (FAME) in Karatu, then with 
Dr. Steve at the Lutheran Mission Hospital, Ketumbeine, and finally with Penny in 
Makat.  Jo’s experience working in London with Somali immigrants - in particular, 
Somali women - sparked her desire to understand the health challenges in the remotest 
corners of the developing world.  She was extremely sensitive to the issue of poor 
education leading to poor healthcare choices.   

In her post-Tanzania report, Jo wrote of her experience in Makat: 

“I personally experienced great enjoyment teaching the women’s health module that 
Penny and I had developed together.  I felt great personal satisfaction seeing important 
new ideas being accepted by the Maasai women and I really believe that as a result of 
our teachings small changes will be made which will improve the lives of the women and 

children of both Makat and Wosi Wosi.”   

Our partnerships in Tanzania with Dr. Steve, Dr. Swai, and FMS remain strong.  We 
continue to work in a warm and mutually supportive manner with Tanzania Game 
Trackers (TGT)/ Wengert Windrose, and in particular the Friedkin Conservation 
Foundation (FCF)’s excellent community relations officers, Aurelia Mtui and Joseph 
Kulunju.  We are glad that they have, after a long court case, been awarded the 
franchise for the Makat Natron hunting block; but they still fight on to take back the 
Wosiwosi block. (Yes, politics on the greater scale affects us, too).  

Our relationship with the District of Longido remains sustainable with our third District 

Medical Officer in six years.  We very much look forward to accomplishing much with 
Dr. Mremi and are thankful to the District Commissioner, James Millya, for his support 
and encouragement.  

We continue to tend our partnerships with both villages.  However, this has been more 
difficult to do with Wosiwosi, as we cannot now receive updates from TGT/WW/FCF; 

and of course, Penny and Jo were unable to make it there as planned in March.  We 
understand that their small school has received formal designation from the 
government.  This may, in part, have come about because of the donation through 
Godalming Rotary of desks, and the transport and construction of these desks by FCF 
and Dr Steven Friburg’s staff.  It is a key goal for us in 2015 to establish more consistent 
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communication with their strong leadership, and to support their health and education 
initiatives. 

Following Mark Rankin’s visit in 2011 (see appendix),Godalming Rotarians raised 
money for traditional school desks. Half of this money was used and the next batch are 
being ordered up now. It was the intention that pre-cut wood was delivered out there. 
Then it was intended that a carpenter would go with tools, and teach the people how to 
construct them. This sadly did not happen because of drought at the time of delivery, so 
most people had temporarily left the area.  

As a spin-off project Godalming Rotary now holds a considerable fund, donated after 
Mark’s death, for R and D for a non-wood, precut desk he had designed. Penny is an 
active member on the working party for this, and there is an agreement that the first 
desks from Mark’s design will be trialed in our area.  

Many profound changes affected Makat, not least of which was the wrangling over 
possession of the hunting block.  The villagers had reported to us that the interim 
controllers of the block had hunted indiscriminately, poaching even the local giraffes.  
The village had been deeply concerned that this group might take over permanent 
control in the area, and lobbied the District against this.    

As if the weather reflected the turmoil, a bad wind storm blew off the roof of the 
teachers’ accommodation and destroyed much of the rain guttering.  FCF was 
eventually able to replace and repair this.   

These unsettling circumstances, compounded by the withdrawal of food by WFP, 
appear to have adversely affected the students, with only four from Grade 7 passing 

their exams.  This contrasts sharply with the school’s performance in 2013, as the third 
highest-ranking school in the entire district.  Lacey Mollel, an American with relatives in 
Makat and long experience with the community, notes, “It just goes to show how 
important food is to children trying to learn.”  

Toward the end of the year, Kisiaya was voted in as village chairman, a move that may 
well reflect the village’s appreciation of the many changes and challenges ahead.  
Kisiaya has proven consistently his dedication to the village, first as an unpaid teacher, 
and then, when he went to work for FCF, as our liaison with the community; in 
particular, Kisiaya spearheaded the deworming, keeping immaculate records.  We 
wholeheartedly support his election, and warmly thank outgoing chairman, Olamando, 
whose gentle manner and scrupulous honesty carefully progressed the village. 

In 2015, the village will have the benefit – and challenge – of a government water 
project, that will bring piped water from the mountain to several bomas, as well as the 

school.  It does not appear that any social or environmental assessment was conducted 
prior to the construction of the pipeline.  We are unsure if the water has been tested for 
fluoride, which must certainly contain, though likely at lower levels than the toxic 
qualities in the springs.  Permanent water certainly has benefits, but we echo the 
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concerns of many in the community that it also increases population, and pressure on 
the village’s limited resources, including grazing.  What are the social and cultural 
changes the village will face? 

For instance, there is great concern over increased alcohol use. Formerly, the men 
could only brew alcohol during the rainy season, and with the bombas (water tanks) it 
will now be possible to do this year-round.  In addition, Penny found that the space next 
to the small shop in town – both owned by the head teacher, Oberlin Materu - had been 
turned into a bar, with numerous drunks loitering at all times.  Lacey points out that 
abuse of alcohol can be directly linked to poor childhood nutrition, as men spend money 
on drink rather than food.  We are keen to learn how the village plans to deal with this 
difficult issue. 

At the time of writing, there has just been another major change: the transfer of Mr. 
Materu, and loss (rumoured) of several other teachers, who may have “run away.” How 
much this has to do with problems resulting from damage to the roof and rain 
catchment, as well as the lack of WFP food, or other factors, we do not know.  The ones 
Penny and Jo met in March were dedicated and of a high standard. At that time there 
was a good supply of Tanzanian school books and a happy atmosphere for the children. 
Materu is to be replaced by a new, young, Masai teacher from Ketumbeine.  Mel looks 
forward to meeting him during her upcoming March trip, and working with him on the 
issues of healthcare and nutrition. 

On the home front, our trustees Dr. Sue Lynch and Elfi Ing have worked on policies for 
risk management and volunteers.  They continue to support our work with their insight 
and experience.  Claire Cote again provided her crucial anti-Luddite website skills at a 
reduced rate.  And Ann Strange volunteers her time (and patience!) as our accountant.  
We are grateful to “Dr. Jo” who accompanied Penny to Makat and taught with such skill 
and passion in the shade of a tree. 

Our financial well-being in 2014 could be considered just the down side of neutral. 
Income was £3,574 against a target of £5,000, and an expenditure of £4073.  Our 
balance into 2015 is a healthy £11,000.  However, much of this balance had been 
donated before for specific projects and was reserved for these projects, such as 
education, desks and anaemia.  
 
We actively sought larger donors, though were not successful; however, we also 
approached the large NGO, African Medical Research and Education Foundation 
(AMREF) who seemed to have the same agenda and methods of working as ourselves. 
We are still in contact with them and Melanie will visit their Tanzanian office in March, 
but as yet nothing is forthcoming. 
 
We ran two fundraising events: Melanie ran a half marathon in October and raised 
£451, and Penny opened her garden for “Roses at the Manor” teas over three days, 
raising £323. A church donated £300 following on from their donation last year. 
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Personal donations again were generous this year with old supporters returning as well 
as new ones. We have our first standing order! Some people are giving though CAF 
donations and these are processed smoothly.  For the first time we feature the UK tax 
Gift Aid scheme and we have been able to recoup £216 for the accounts this year, 
although there will be a further amount for half the year as yet unclaimed.   
 
There is another donation that does not feature on these accounts. $500 was given in 
USA, which went straight to fund a small video film of teaching that PA and our 
volunteer Dr Moore did during their March visit. We hope this can be used in teaching 
the teachers in the future, and can also be for fund raising 
 
Expenditure falls approximately into five categories:  bespoke projects such as the 

Rotary blood-testing/anaemia project and the eye clinic; recurring costs for medications 
e.g. annual deworming and vitamin supplements for the children; funding for Tanzanian 
helpers, such as our translator; teaching is the most expensive part of our expenditure, 
incurring the cost of our travel; administration, which was slightly over our anticipated 
5% of expenditure. 
 
(For the full financial report, please turn to page 13)  
 

LOOKING AHEAD TO 2015: 

We will continue to support our partnerships and remain focused on fulfilling our initial 
remit, while also strengthening our ultimate goal of local sustainability.  In particular, we 
will be asking the village of Makat to work with us on the school lunch program, actively 
contributing funds and long-term management.  Mel will work with village leaders on 
this, and other pressing issues (such as alcoholism and permanent water) when she 
travels to Natron in March.  She will also revise health topics covered by Penny and Jo 
in 2014.   

Education remains a cornerstone of sustainability as it changes behaviour and attitude, 
enabling people to make better choices, in terms of prevention, local treatment, and 
triage. We plan, therefore, to push for a grant to sustain and expand our teaching in the 
surrounding communities.  Central to this grant will be support for teachers and 
healthcare workers; though in the front line of healthcare, they are deeply under-
resourced.  

Other points of focus: 

 Hold a burns workshop: prevention, assessment and treatment 

 Fund the third annual eye clinic with Dr. Samuel 

 Create on-line donation mechanism for our website 

 Provide Makat and Wosiwosi school teachers with solar lamps 
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 Discuss with Dr. Steve and Dr. Mremi the possibility of a mobile contraception 
clinic, with education modules specifically aimed at men. 

 Seek a permanent solution for the defunct milling machine in Makat 

 Fundraise! 

 Continue to support anaemia testing and awareness 

 Continue to provide Vitamin A and deworming meds 

 Seek out partners at the regional and government level 

 Establish a stronger communication network with Wosiwosi 

 Ensure that Makat finally builds the medical examination banda for FMS, as they 
have promised and committed (for two years now!) 

 

AND BEYOND: 

We are now in our seventh year.  Our stated goal has always been long-term, local 
sustainability:  this means we must begin to whittle away direct management of things 
like the school lunch program and annual eye clinic, and focus more on periodic 
oversight.  We aim to continue the project’s education element, and to plan for this to 
expand beyond the project’s current two communities.   We must begin this 
conversation this year with our partners, so that we can set up mechanisms to assess 
our mutual progress toward the goal of gradual withdrawal of direct support.  In 
particular, we must assess, objectively, the impact of health education on the 
communities, and how this plays out in the choices they make, and will make.  What do 
our partners want from us in the long term?   

 

Penny and Jo with Magadini Primary School’s female students 
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SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2014 

As a measure of progress and failure, we compare our accomplishments directly 
against the goals we set for ourselves in our 2013 report, and report on their current 
status.  

Our stated goals for 2014 were: 

 Hold health education workshops for both communities, as well as some “Teach 
the Teacher” modules 

We completed this remit in March, with extensive workshops by Dr. Penny and 
Dr. Jo.  However, we remain concerned that we are not attracting participants 
from all bomas, in particular those most distant from the school in Makat. Due to 
poor roads, we were unable to hold workshops in Wosiwosi – although a stalwart 
contingent of Traditional Birth Attendants walked 40kms to attend sessions in 
Makat. 

 Investigate and facilitate a sustainable management plan for the milling machine, 
possibly in conjunction with a transport system 

The mill was not discussed, but its fate will be a focus of Mel’s next visit.  We are 
thinking of dismantling and selling the mill, using proceeds towards the school 
lunch programme 

 Seek funds for a small TB awareness campaign and compliance with medication 
regimes 

The District is being somewhat pro-active in testing for TB with a cadre of 
outreach sputum testers.  However, Penny found the Merigoi tester disaffected 
(in fact, on strike) claiming he had not been paid his salary, nor had he received 
the bicycle promised to all testers.  We will touch base with both Makat and 
Wosiwosi in March, 2015 to determine TB awareness, and ensure that 
medicines are still available through FMS. 

 Seek funds to investigate brucellosis prevalence; and come up with an education 
plan 

We have approached several other NGOs with regards to this, in particular those 
with a veterinary and/or livestock focus, but with no success.  We will continue to 
look for partners. 

 Establish evacuation protocols for pregnant women in both communities 

Completed by Penny and Jo.  Wosiwosi women expressed confidence that the 
village would summon and pay for FMS evacuation; but Makat still remains 
reticent, and we are not entirely sure why.  This remains part of an on-going 
discussion. 

 Monitor and advise on medications in Materu’s shop 
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Penny found Materu’s shop reasonably well-stocked.  But a pub had been 
opened in the space next door, this posing a great public health risk.  As Materu 
has now left (January, 2015), we must investigate the state of the shop and 
medication supplies, before restocking. 

 Fund training for Kisiaya 

We discussed this extensively with Kisiaya over the entire year, and had even 
begun to secure a place for him at school; however, his election as Village 
Chairman precludes his further education at this time. We are exploring shorter 
healthcare worker training options that may still be suitable for him, and other 
participants. 

 Focus our contribution to the school lunch program on better nutrition. 

Given the withdrawal of all support from WFP, and often unreliable deliveries by 
FCF (understandably, their vehicles and resources are limited), we seek to 
create a more sustainable model, with greater responsibility both for 
management and financing by the village. We need to discuss this with the 
District Education Office. 

 Continue deworming, now annually; combine with provision of Vitamin A. 

Vitamin A once a year, in-line with District and Government protocol; the 
alternate six-monthly dose being given by government services.  

 Establish relationship with the new District Medical Officer for Longido. 

 We are pleased to work with Dr. Mremi, Ms. Anna Andrew, the nutrition officer, 
and to meet and work with the new District Education Officer. Continue to 
monitor the anaemia testing, and seek localised support for further funding. 

 At time of writing, it appears that the Longido Rotary has lost several key 
members, and we do not think they will be able to take on the funding at a local 
level.  We must now look for other donors. 

 Continue to support Dr. Swai and his nurses. 

Penny spent three days in Gelai Bomba with Dr Swai and staff, teaching for most 
of the time, in and out of clinics.  The nurse, Evaline, had returned after her 
upgrade course for which we had paid. Such is the nature of life, that although 
she completed, she did not pass her end of course exam.  She had had a child! 
Endapukai, also decided that with her own two-year-old child, family pressure 
was on her not to take the course we had budgeted for. The Emolife money was 
then transferred to other training. Penny agreed with Bethany, Dr Steve’s wife,’s 
suggestion that if we offer bursaries in future there should be a type of signed 
“contract” stating our expectations. 
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 Maintain our relationships with our partners, including FMS, Dr. Steve Friberg, 
and the District Medical Office of Longido. 

Penny spent several days in Longido and Ketumbeine reaffirming these 
relationships.  Dr. Steve and his wife, Bethany, hosted Dr. Jo for several days, 
and provided a helpful context for her during the transition from FAME to Makat.  
Father Pat at FMS remains a friend, with extraordinary practical knowledge and 
advice. 

 Hold another eye clinic 

In May, working again with our partners at the Lutheran clinics, we held our 
second annual eye clinic in Gelai Bomba, Wosiwosi and Makat.  Dr. Steve 
Friberg reports: 

“Approx 50 pts (sic) were treated for minor problems.  10 pts are waiting for 
surgery at KCMC [Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Center): 6 cataracts, 1 trauma, 1 
glaucoma, 1 lid rotation, 1 advanced pterigium.   Four of the referred patients 
were from Wosiwosi.   We were happy that more complicated patients could be 
referred forward this time.” 

We are also able to facilitate transport and partly subsidize hospital 
treatment.  However, we must now fundraise for the 2015 clinic. 

 Fundraise 

We remain in funds from the generous EMOLIFE and Godalming Rotary 
donations. 

We received a large donation from a company and Wiltshire church group as 
well as large and small, but crucial, gifts from private donors.  Mel ran a half-
marathon in October, raising £450. Penny had a garden event raising £340. 
Marjorie Lucky generously donated $500 to cover the cost of filming Penny and 
Jo’s workshops in March.  

PA was not directly successful to have sponsorship with Amref UK, although 
contacts are still open. We must continue to look for grants to support our goals 

We remain hopeful of securing a grant in 2015 for further education work. 

 Establish a direct donation mechanism on the website 

At writing, this is being completed, using BT’s “Mydonate.”  This can be reached 
through our website, or by visiting Mydonate:  

https://mydonate.bt.com/charities/thenatronhealthcareproject 

 Use the website to reach out to potential donors and partners, as well as to relay 
information and updates about our work. 
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We update the website approximately every six months.  However, it is a goal for 
2015 to blog news more frequently.  We are hopeful that Mel’s novel, SHAME 
(Weidenfeld and Nicholson, March 2015) and a few well-placed articles will help 
boost the project’s profile.  Mel has also created a Natron Healthcare Project 
Facebook page, though this needs more and constant attention. 

 Monitor the situation at TGT/FCF for significant changes in lease ownership 

Stability has returned to the Makat block, and we will continue to monitor the 
Wosiwosi block.  If it looks as if TGT will not retain control, we will investigate the 
wisdom of approaching the new block owner as partners or have to consider 
reducing our involvement. 

 Internally review all aspects of the project with input from Dr. Joanna Moore 
 
Jo’s report is attached as an appendix.  In general, she was moved and fulfilled 
by her experience in Makat, but frustrated with her time at FAME, much of which 
was spent observing.  Her experience in this first section of her trip was not in 
line with her expectation for instance, finding that language was a real barrier. 
However, Jo’s overall experience was positive, and she was able to provide 
positive feedback on the teaching work and impact. 
 

 Continue our compliance with the UK Charity Commission rules 

We continue to comply with UK Charity rules, and their advice for “best practice”, 
filing our required annual report in February, 2015. 
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2014 Financial Report Natron Healthcare. 

 
Income this year was £3,574 against a target of £5,000. 
 
The balance was a healthy £11,000 although much of this sum had been donated before for 
specific projects and was reserved for these projects, e.g. Emolife £2,100 specifically for an 
education grant that had not been used which had been earmarked for a nurse's education, 
plus a solar panel for a clinic.  Also there remained £981 in the Godalming Rotary account that 
is still reserved for the anaemia project and the second tranche of money for school desks, 
given originally in 2013.  
 
We actively sought a larger sponsor, and PA gave two major outreach presentations; one to a 
company, with the aim that we might be acceptable as the firm's named charity (Velocity ).They 
were appreciative and indeed gave us a generous donation, but we have to agree that our 
profile did not marry with the company's  persona. We also approached a large NGO (the 
African Medical Research and Education Foundation - AMREF) who seemed to have the same 
agenda and methods of working as ourselves. We are still in contact with them and Melanie will 
visit their Tanzanian office in March, but as yet nothing is forthcoming. 
 
We feel that we have something to offer as we share a joint approach to joint problems.  
 
We ran two fundraising events: MF ran a half marathon in October and raised £451, and PA 
opened her garden for “Roses at the Manor” teas over three days, raising £323. A Chippenham 
church donated £300 following on from their donation last year. 
 
Personal donations again were generous this year with old supporters returning as well as new 
ones. We have our first standing order! Some people are giving though CAF donations and 
these are processed smoothly. 
 
For the first time we feature the UK tax Gift Aid scheme and we have been able to recoup £216 
for the accounts this year, although there will be a further amount for half the year as yet 
unclaimed.  It does involve, both for the donor and ourselves, a certain amount of commitment 
to ensure this goes smoothly. It is notable that if there is a mistake on a form, or a cheque that 
is not made out correctly, there will be a delay and one has to chase gently the donor. 
Accuracy, therefore, in the beginning is paramount on both sides. 
 
We did not set up a donation site on the web site in 2014, as was our intention, BUT at the time 
of writing this report it is up and running. Mydonate, the free BT site we have chosen, should 
help with reclaiming from HMRC. 
 
There is another donation that does not feature on these accounts. $500 was given in USA, 
which went straight to fund a small video film of teaching that PA and our volunteer Dr Moore 
did during their March visit. We hope this can be used in teaching the teachers in the future, 
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and  can also be for fund raising, or a short presentation, for instance, as an introduction to 
AMREF  
 
Expenditure was £4,073 and really falls into five categories. 
 
1. Bespoke projects such as the Rotary blood- testing/anaemia project, from money given in 
2009, and funding for the eye clinic from Emolife also left over from last year. There is a notable 
change in the eye clinic expenditure because the mobile clinic took back patients with them for 
surgery, and therefore not paying double transport costs. 
 
2. Recurring costs. Money for medications e.g. annual deworming and vitamin supplements for 
the children. Also we continued funding for basic medication given in clinics, or sold on to the 
“village shop”, as well as the annual general distribution of deworming and vitamin tablets. The 
trustees decided to boost the nutrition in school children. This will be unsustainable unless a 
major donor is found. 
 
3. Funding for Tanzanian helpers, whether in Arusha, the main town, or in the villages to 
villagers themselves, who have participated in a specific way. Our translator would also be in 
this section. 
 
4. Teaching, as so much of our work involves, is NOT free. It is the most expensive part of our 
expenditure. Most of this is for travel to and within Tanzania. Sometimes this has been 
reimbursed, or reimbursed from other supporters, such as Emolife, where we openly asked for 
sums to be added to our proposal to them and they agreed. 
 
5. Last year we said that donors could expect 5% to be given to administration. From the 
current expenditure this would amount to £203. In fact, £96.77 and bank charges of £13.36 
were paid out i.e £110.13. It may be that telephone calls to Tanzania should be included in our 
expenses for next year, because until now these have been absorbed by the directors/trustees.  
 
2015-16 FUNDRAISING 
 
Our business plan, that is now stated on our website, has put prices and details against our 
newer projects, as well as the old ones, namely:  
 
TBA training follow-up, to include more contraception modules   £3000 
Burns prevention and cooking stove designs     £1,400 
Deworming and Vit A annual costs       £400x2  
General pharmacy         £300x2 
Eye clinic           £500x2 
Brucellosis education and assessment, working with vetinarians   £10, 000 
Solar lamps for the school        4x£50 =£200 
Nutrition supplements and school lunches for school children   £3,000 
Education, including revision of topics e.g. prevention diarrhoea/ dehydration £2,000x2 
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TB education and support to outreach workers     £1,500 
Total goal          £25,500 
To include in the above, 5% administration, and TZ internal travel, contribution for travel for 
trustee/teacher and interpreters   
 
We realise that this is more than usual for us to raise. But we intend to continue to seek a large 
sponsorship, and wish to attract a donor from both the private sector and also from a 
foundation. It is possible that individuals may wish to fund raise for a specific project and have 
“ownership” of it.  If sponsors are not found then that item will not happen! 
We wish to emphasise that small individual donations are always needed and will go usually to 
the deworming and vitamin supplementation, or the eye clinic and general pharmacy support.  
The very large cost for a separate brucellosis project, has to be a one-off. Without this sum the 
£15,500 over a two-year period is not impossible, but represents double that of the last few 
years! 
 
We remain indebted to Mrs Ann Strange for her voluntary role as our accountant. 
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In Memorium: 

There have been personal losses this year.  Penny’s brother Mark, who travelled with 
her to Makat and Wosiwosi in 2011, died in March, while Penny was in Tanzania.  Mark 
had been deeply affected by his trip, and wore the white and orange beaded crucifix 
given to him by the people of Wosiwosi throughout his illness.  Mark’s work with the 
Godalming Rotary led to the donation in 2009 of anaemia haemoglobin tests for 
Longido district and school desks in Wosiwosi.  He had also designed a sustainable, 
flat-pack desk that will, we hope, serve as an alternative to the unwieldy wooden desks 
in current use. 

We would also like to note the very sad passing of Kisiaya’s youngest son, we hear 
from dehydration, following diarrhoea and a long journey on foot to the clinic in 
Ketumbeine.  The dead are not spoken of in Masai culture, but we grieve with Kisiaya 
and his family for the loss of this young life.  

 

 

 

Mark Rankin with his desk prototype and the cross given to him in Wosiwosi 

 


